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Executive Summary

Cyber insurance is a market-driven solution to improve the private sector’s resilience against cyberattacks. Coverage varies from policy to policy but generally addresses legal fees and expenses as well as the costs associated with notifying customers affected by a breach, recovering compromised data (if possible), repairing damaged systems, and compensating for lost revenue.¹

The number of companies purchasing cyber insurance, however, remains low. While 15 percent of U.S. companies purchase cyber insurance,² less than 5 percent of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) do so.³ This hesitation reflects confusion on the part of buyers about when cyber insurance is useful and what it covers.⁴ Another issue, particularly for small companies, may be the time and resources necessary to seek out, evaluate, and purchase insurance. This last issue could, however, be addressed by trade groups and others who could consolidate offerings for small companies.

For cyber insurance to drive improvements in cyber resilience, the industry will need to offer lower premiums for risk-reducing behavior just as, for example, homeowners’ insurance premiums are lower for homes with burglar alarms and motion sensors.⁵ Similarly, the cyber insurance market must encourage cybersecurity best practices.

Today, most insurers accept a claim only if a cyber incident is “reported to the insurance company in a timely manner (usually 30 or 60 days from first discovery).” This requirement encourages heightened vigilance by the insured—a staple of cyber hygiene. Yet cyber insurance providers have not used premium prices to incentivize cyber resilience. This stems from limited quantitative data regarding which cybersecurity products and behaviors enhance defense in a measurable way—a challenge the industry recognizes and is attempting to resolve. Insurance companies also need better data to build statistically sound forecasts to assess a potential client’s risk profile and quantify exposure.

The federal government has a role to play in helping to develop risk models, because it collects data breach information on all cleared contractors (i.e., contractors with access to classified systems) that no private entity can acquire. The U.S. government could also mandate or incentivize (with tax credits or other tools) all government contractors (or, at first, all contractors supplying mission critical systems) to purchase a basic level of cyber insurance with sufficient coverage limits and premiums priced in accordance with risk-reducing behaviors that a company may choose to employ. A Government Accountability Office cost assessment of requiring all government contractors to purchase cyber insurance would also advance the policy debate by providing a quantitative evaluation of a policy that leverages market forces to defend the United States against cyberattacks.

**Introduction**

Faced with exponentially expanding cyber threats, governments and private entities seek creative solutions to address cyber risks. By one estimate, cybercrime cost nearly $158 billion annually in North America alone. Yet basic cyber insurance policies start at as little as $1,000. If all of the roughly 100,000 U.S. government contractors purchased a basic policy that provided pre-attack guidance on cyber best practices and post-attack remediation, market forces could raise societal cyber hygiene for a fraction of the cost of damage inflicted by cyberattacks.

While large corporations may rely on their own information technology and cybersecurity experts and legal departments to mitigate the effects of a breach, most SMEs do not have these resources. They often turn to external vendors for remediation following a cyberattack. Cyber insurance firms could change this dynamic, with approved vendors providing not only professional remediation but also tools to improve resiliency against future attacks.
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9. As noted in the recommendations section below, this data set is still incomplete and may not be representative of the entire private sector. Still, it is a more consistent data set than what is available elsewhere.
For example, a defense subcontractor more than three steps down the supply chain for civilian and military aircraft would be a valuable target for America’s cyber adversaries but may be too small for in-house cyber defense and mitigation capabilities. The company likewise may not participate in the Defense Department’s Defense Industrial Base Cybersecurity Information Sharing Program. If the company suffered a breach, it would immediately call its insurance provider, which would send domain experts to remediate – much like a homeowner’s insurance company sends professional contractors to remediate when a pipe bursts. Moreover, the quality of the contractor and extent of the work is largely the same, irrespective of the size or worth of the home. Cyber insurance should operate in a similar way.

**What Does Cyber Insurance Cover?**

As the cyber insurance market has evolved, so too have the terms of coverage. Policies today generally cover the costs of losses, including regulatory penalties, extortion and ransomware, data breach response costs, and expenses associated with crisis management, business interruption, and data restoration. Today’s policies can also specify coverage and liability limits for first- and third-party losses. A first-party loss is a loss suffered by the primary insurance policy holder. A third-party loss is a loss “brought by parties external to the contract … who suffer a loss allegedly due to the insured’s conduct.”

The first iterations of cyber insurance, however, were so limited in terms of coverage cap and scope that they were only included as add-ons or bundled into existing liability or professional policies; they were not complex or expansive enough to warrant their own product offerings. The earliest cyber policies in the 1990s provided only limited coverage and were marketed primarily to technology, media, telecommunications, and professional services firms to protect against malware or breaches of confidential client information. In 1997, insurer AIG created one of the first insurance policies for cybersecurity. AIG’s “hacker policy” covered breaches that originated from outside of the company – that is, incidents caused by external threats. At the time, however, “rogue or disgruntled employees” caused more than half of all data breaches.

Litigation between claimants and providers has shaped cyber insurance product offerings. Early court cases prompted the insurance market to delineate between cyber and property insurance or commercial general liability coverage. For example, the case of *American Guarantee & Liability Insurance Company v. Ingram Micro, Inc.* (2000) centered on a weather-related power outage that shut down system computers and crippled business operations for almost eight hours. The court grappled with the question of whether the loss of computer functionality is equivalent to “physical damage,” and should therefore be covered under an “all-risk” property
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policy. The courts ultimately ruled that business loss due to computer damage or network interruption was within the scope of the policy.17

Similarly, America Online Inc. v. St. Paul Mercury Insurance Co.18 wrestled with the question of whether data, software, and systems were considered property under general liability coverage. In this case, St. Paul Mercury denied AOL’s claim after infected software damaged its data and hard drives, leading to business losses. The court ruled in St. Paul Mercury’s favor, arguing that the case involved no loss of tangible property or physical damage to systems since software and data damages were not tangible losses.19

In response to these early cases, the Insurance Services Organization (ISO), an advisory organization that develops standard policy templates, updated its policy forms to clarify coverage. ISO’s pre-2001 commercial general liability (CGL)20 form did not include property insurance exclusions for cyber events. As cyber-related claims increased, ISO added the following language: “For the purposes of this insurance, electronic data is not tangible property.” ISO further amended its standard CGL policy form in 2004 to exclude “damages arising out of the loss of, loss of use of, damage to, corruption of, inability to access, or inability to manipulate electronic data.” In 2014, ISO once again clarified its CGL language to exclude “access or disclosure of confidential or personal information and data-related liability.”21

Today, a case involving the June 2017 NotPetya attacks could set a new precedent for protection against state-backed cyberattacks. Mondelez International, a food and beverage company, lost access to basic systems including email, invoices, and customer orders following the NotPetya attack,22 which was widely attributed to Russia.23 According to Mondelez, the malware caused losses of over $100 million. Mondelez held a property insurance policy with Zurich American Insurance Company covering “all risk of physical loss or damage,” including “physical loss or damage for electronic data, programs, or software, including physical loss or damage caused by the malicious introduction of a machine or code instruction.”24 Zurich argues that it is not liable because of the “war exclusion clause” – a stipulation that voids liability due to an act of war. Policies often have similar terrorism exclusions.

20. CGL is broad coverage that protects against personal injury and property damage that occurs on business property or due to business operations.
New Jersey-based pharmaceutical company Merck is also suing more than 20 insurers that rejected its NotPetya claims on similar grounds.25 As a result of these cases, insurance offerings moving forward will likely explicitly state whether acts of war and terrorism exclusions apply to actions perpetrated electronically.

The Mondelez case will affect not only the payout for this particular claim but likely the cyber insurance industry as a whole.26 If Zurich wins the case, the value of a broad range of existing policies may be thrown into question. As nation-states increasingly launch cyberattacks against corporations, what is the utility of having insurance that does not cover the resulting damage? Recognizing such concerns, one senior insurance executive predicted that other cyber insurance providers would not invoke the war exclusion clause in cases like Mondelez’s.27 Arguably, insurance providers want to provide an attractive product that allows for claims against the policy while also limiting the number and size of claims lest cyber insurance payouts become unruly.

**How Big Is the Cyber Insurance Market?**

The domestic cyber insurance industry grew in the early 2000s as new breach notification requirements heralded a new era of increased accountability and liability. In 2003, California enacted the Security Breach Information Act, requiring businesses in the state to notify all affected persons after a security breach when “personal information was, or is reasonably believed to have been accessed by an unauthorized person.”28 Other states followed suit, and today all fifty states have data breach notification laws.29 In 2018, the Securities and Exchange Commission reiterated its original 2011 guidance for public companies in reporting cybersecurity incidents and ongoing risk. The guidance prompts public companies to consider the “materiality” of existing risks and the costs of cyber incidents when publishing investor filings.30 Total cyber insurance premiums, including those for both standalone and add-on packages, have increased dramatically in the last five years, driven in part by large, well-publicized cyber incidents.31 From 2015 to 2016, domestic premiums experienced 35 percent year-on-year growth, from $996 million to $1.34 billion, with more than 100 insurance companies in the United States offering cyber coverage.32
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26. Ibid.
MarketWatch study, global cyber insurance market revenue is set to experience 33.8 percent compound annual growth, shooting from $2.92 billion in 2019 to $16.7 billion by 2024.33

Industries that had previously perceived little cyber risk are now more cognizant of the threat of business interruption from cyberattacks. According to a March 2019 report from insurance company Marsh & McLennan, clients purchasing cyber insurance doubled from 2014 to 2018. Cyber insurance saw a 22 percent increase for manufacturing companies and a 30 percent increase for power and utility companies from 2017 to 2018. Most dramatically, the hospitality and gaming sectors saw a 67 percent increase.34 Cities and municipal governments, meanwhile, are also eyeing cyber insurance as ransomware attacks proliferate.35

Still, the cyber insurance industry has fallen short of initial projections. Estimated market penetration is currently less than 15 percent in the United States, and less than 5 percent among SMEs.36 Analysts predicted that the global cyber insurance market would total $2.5 billion in premiums by 2005, but the market did not reach that size until 2015.37 The cyber insurance industry remains relatively small compared to the overall commercial insurance market. Total commercial premiums total $247 billion annually, while the cyber insurance industry is not expected to break $20 billion until 2025.38

**Better Data Is Needed**

A company’s cybersecurity risk profile is a combination of the value of its intellectual property (measured both in quantitative monetary and qualitative national security terms), how likely threat actors are to target the industry in which the company operates, and the attributes of the company’s computer systems. While the first two factors are outside of a policyholder’s control, insurance providers can establish evidence-based best practices for the third, providing discounted premiums to induce an improved baseline level of cyber hygiene.

Mature insurance sectors rely on vast historical data sets and “models that have been finely honed over many years.”39 For example, an insurer assessing potential hurricane losses in Florida relies on risk models validated over time against historical weather data. In property and casualty underwriting, increasingly effective predictive models have resulted in decreased expenses and loss ratios.40 The cyber field, on the other hand, has “a dearth of high-quality, vetted
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**Recommendations**

1) The U.S. government should help develop risk models based on data it already collects.

The U.S. government is not positioned or equipped to operate risk-rating assessment programs, but it is well-suited to providing information and analysis on threat trends by actor, entity, and industry. The goal should be to increase public understanding of risk and drive better risk-management decisions.


The Department of Defense already collects information on breaches of cleared contractors. While cleared contractors may not be representative of the entire private sector, a data set of cyber incidents among these 10,000 companies would provide a more consistent set of data than that generated by state-level breach notifications. Federal cyber authorities could use this data to build quantitative risk models based on variables ranging from network configuration to commercial sector. Anonymizing this data will remove personally identifiable information and business sensitive information. Alternatively, the government could provide the data to trusted private sector partners to build their own models to be used by the insurance industry to set cybersecurity standards for contracts and to evaluate risk posture.

The Department of Homeland Security’s Cyber Incident Data and Analysis Working Group could also generate datasets. This body aims to create a large-scale repository of data points from cyber incidents worldwide, with the goal of increasing transparency and understanding of cyber events.\footnote{Joseph Marks, “The Cybersecurity 202: This is the biggest problem with cybersecurity research,” The Washington Post, April 18, 2019. (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/the-cybersecurity-202/2019/04/18/the-cybersecurity-202-this-is-the-biggest-problem-with-cybersecurity-research/5cb7a231a7a0a46fd9222a47/?utm_term=.e452206b3482)} These datasets could aid the cyber insurance industry, not to mention the research community.\footnote{The Department of Defense already collects information on breaches of cleared contractors. While cleared contractors may not be representative of the entire private sector, a data set of cyber incidents among these 10,000 companies would provide a more consistent set of data than that generated by state-level breach notifications. Federal cyber authorities could use this data to build quantitative risk models based on variables ranging from network configuration to commercial sector. Anonymizing this data will remove personally identifiable information and business sensitive information. Alternatively, the government could provide the data to trusted private sector partners to build their own models to be used by the insurance industry to set cybersecurity standards for contracts and to evaluate risk posture. The Department of Homeland Security’s Cyber Incident Data and Analysis Working Group could also generate datasets. This body aims to create a large-scale repository of data points from cyber incidents worldwide, with the goal of increasing transparency and understanding of cyber events. These datasets could aid the cyber insurance industry, not to mention the research community.}

2) Cyber insurance carriers should structure premiums to incentivize risk-reducing behaviors and the implementation of best practices.

Insurance companies need reliable information about the efficacy of risk-reducing measures in order to price premiums that encourage companies to be responsible cyber actors. Marsh & McLennan announced a “Cyber Catalyst” initiative in March 2019 to identify and evaluate best practices and products that reduce cyber risk. In partnership with other insurance companies, Marsh will provide information to help consumers “navigate the crowded cybersecurity marketplace.” This effort goes beyond information sharing platforms aimed at providing threat data to cybersecurity practitioners; it focuses on enabling private actors to spend their cybersecurity dollars most efficiently. Ultimately, this effort will succeed or fail based on whether Marsh and its partners can divine what cybersecurity products provide meaningful and measurable improvements. While no product is immune to attacks, some are more secure than others.

Insurers should use Marsh’s “Cyber Catalyst” program or similar efforts to incentivize companies to engage in risk-reducing behaviors and adopt cybersecurity software with demonstrated defense value. This strategy is already successfully utilized in other insurance verticals such as health, automotive, and fire. However, it is not yet utilized fully in the cyber insurance industry.

3) Government should incentivize or mandate the purchase of cyber insurance policies that meet minimum standards.

Under federal regulations, government contractors are required to carry general liability insurance, but there is no requirement for contractors to have cyber insurance. If the federal government mandated that contractors purchase cyber insurance or used tax or other incentives to encourage contractors to purchase insurance, the size of the cyber insurance market and the sophistication of the offerings could increase significantly.

The U.S. government should ensure that the policies that contractors purchase will encourage cybersecurity best practices. Specifically, the policies must have sufficient coverage limits and scope (determined through analysis of the forecasted costs of cyberattacks), and must ensure that premiums are priced to encourage risk-reducing behaviors. Companies across the private sector may then take notice of these improved insurance offerings and choose to purchase cyber insurance when they might not have otherwise done so.

4) The Government Accountability Office should provide data-driven cost assessments of requiring defense contractors to purchase cyber insurance.

Before mandating (or incentivizing) all defense or all government contractors to purchase cyber insurance, the government needs to understand the costs such actions would impose upon these companies and ultimately on the taxpayer, who would likely carry the burden as companies deferred costs by increasing the prices of their goods and services. Just as data-driven risk models will aid the development of the cyber insurance industry and incentivize best practices through premium cost structures, government policies

should also be data-driven. A cost analysis could also compare the short-term cost to the U.S. taxpayer of providing subsidies versus tax credits. While the Pentagon has conducted some estimates, a deeper assessment is needed.59

Conclusion

The amount of business data stored online doubles every 12 to 18 months.60 Personally identifiable information, confidential business information, and trade secrets are valuable targets for cybercriminals and state-backed hackers alike.61 Cyber insurance has been widely discussed as a way to leverage market principles to reduce cyber risk,62 but the industry is not yet capable of spurring society-wide cyber resilience. The U.S. government must help the private sector get the data it needs to improve risk modeling and prices. These better models will enable insurance providers to offer policies that provide real coverage from damages while simultaneously encouraging clients to protect themselves so that they are less likely to make a claim in the first place. In this way, the U.S. government can set loose the natural forces of capitalism to create a desirable cyber insurance product to offset cyber risk.